Many h e a r methods have been proposed in the literature to blindly estimate the ARMA parameters of a time series using HOS. Nevertheless, they are mainly off-line and not much has been done in the adaptive cnse. The method proposed in this contribution is the adaptive version of the w-slice method. The recursion is based on the inversion lemma when attempting the solution of an undetermined matrix quation. The system impulse response can be recavered regardless of the ARMA or MA character of the system. The number of operations depends on the square of the system order and it is considuabily reduced with respect to previous approaches. Application to channel deconvolution is shown.
INTRODUCTION

Among the few adaptive methods, in [SI
to compute recursive estimates of the Giannakis-Mendel (GM) method. The method solves an overdetermined system of equations using the inversion lemma. The drawbacks of the method arise from the use of 2nd and 3rd order statistics, which prevents from unbiased estimation in the case of colored Gaussian noise. Moreover. the method is valid only for the MA case. The method proposed below is the adaptive version of the w-slice method presented by these authors in [l] . The w-slice recursion is based on the inversion lemma when attempting the solution of an undetermined matrix equation. ["SI-A close view to this matrix reveals that the fourth-order quations (1) can be rewritten in the way:
UNDETERMINED RECURSIVE LEAST sQUARES
where matrices X. Y and Z are defined as:
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The autocorrelation vector r must be computed recursively, so a possible choice is to use the following expression:
All this matrices are updated as more data are available. The following notation is uzeful:
The solution of equation (1) is done using pseudoinverse, leading to: This algorithm has been shown to be asymptotically consistent in [l]. The derivation of the method is mainly based on how the inverse matrix in equation (7) is performed. Let there be:
By substituting the relation (6) into (8) we will find a recursion for the inverse of P: The use of the inversion lemma in equation (9): 
SQUARE-ROOT UNDETERMINED RECURSIVE
LEAST SQUARES
The algorithm lacks of numerical stability as standard RLS. Note. however that the inversion lemma is computed as the sum of two non-positive definite matrices, and hence the symmetric characteristic of the inverse matrix P will be lost if the numerical accuracy is not high enough. In this case divergence is sure and fast. Square-root approaches depart from the update of the lowertriangular square-root of the matrix, instead of the matrix P itself. This point is common to all square root methods. However, the proposed approach differs in that one of the auxiliary matrices is indefinite as was remarked in [1+(0.158+j0.42f3f ' I
Once the impulse response has been estimated, the MSB equaliw taps are computed. Figure 1 shows 
